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Abstract. Equidistant and non-equidistant single pulse ”bang-bang” dynamical
controls are investigated in the context of mean ergodic theorems. We show the
requirements in which the limit of infinite pulse control for both the equidistant and
the non-equidistant dynamical control converges to the same unitary evolution. It is
demonstrated that the generator of this evolution can be obtained by projecting the
generator of the free evolution onto the commutant of the unitary operator representing
the pulse. Inequalities are derived to prove this statement and in the case of non-
equidistant approach these inequalities are optimised as a function of the time intervals.
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21. Introduction
One of the basic requirements of quantum information processing is the reliability of
the physical qubits [1]. A possible method to deal with this problem is the so-called
dynamical decoupling which allows the suppression of unwanted environmental effects
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Its source of motivation lies in the spin-echo effect [6] and the nuclear
magnetic spectroscopy community have already developed various decoupling methods
to eliminate the dephasing of the spins [7, 8, 9]. The formalism proposed by L. Viola
and S. Lloyd in Ref. [2] is mainly based on a ”bang-bang” control where unitary
pulses are applied instantaneously and equidistantly separated in time to the quantum
system in order to cancel undesirable parts of the Hamiltonian evolution. In recent
years dynamical decoupling has been scrutinized more closely both from the theoretical
[10, 11, 12, 13] and the experimental side [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. It has been shown that this
method can also tailor the Hamiltonian evolution into a desired one [20, 21]. Therefore,
it can be called dynamical control and not only dynamical decoupling.
The simplest problem can be formulated as the quest for the following limit
lim
N→∞
(
ue−iHt/N
)N
= e−iHidt (1)
where H is the Hamiltonian operator of the evolving system, Hid is the desired Hamilton
operator and u is the instantaneously applied unitary operator. This question falls into
the collection of semigroup product formulas and it has been also connected to the
quantum Zeno effect [22, 23]. The Chernoff product formula [24] can be applied provided
that there exists an non-zero natural number k such that uk is equal to the identity [25].
This approach results in the formula of averaging the Hamilton operator H over the
group {u, u2, ..., uk} [4]. Another possibility is to determine the generator of the unitary
operator in (1) for a fixed N and then to study the limit N →∞ of the generator series
with the help of the von Neumann’s mean ergodic theorem [23]. The latter method
assumes that the unitary operator u has only a non-degenerate point spectrum and
shows that in the case of infinite pulses we obtain a unitary evolution which is governed
by the Hamilton operator H projected onto the commutant of u. Both methods can be
applied to unbounded Hamilton operators with well defined domain.
In the present paper we have three aims: first, to extend the discussion of the
limit in Eq. (1) to unitary operators with arbitrary spectrum; second, to generalise this
equation towards the non-equidistant dynamical control case [11]; third, to investigate
to some extent the optimisation of the convergence in the latter. Our work attempts
to take the full advantage of the results in ergodic theory [26]. In the context of the
dynamical control we will work with the Banach space of bounded linear operators
on a Hilbert space. We make use of the ergodic theorems obtained on Banach spaces
and investigate the Cesa`ro mean N−1
∑N−1
i=0 T
ix, where x is an element of the Banach
space and T is a bounded linear operator. Furthermore we generalise the problem in
Eq. (1) such that the system’s unitary evolution can also be replaced by an uniformly
continuous one-parameter semigroup of operators. We prove the convergence of the
3generalised product formula with the help of mean ergodic theorems. We will show that
weighted Cesa`ro means are directly connected to non-equidistant dynamical control.
The abstract mean ergodic theorems by W. F. Eberlein already cover both standard
and weighted Cesa`ro means in locally-convex linear topological spaces [27] with the
help of the Mazur-Bourgin theorem [28]. The four equivalent statements of Eberlain’s
theorem are too abstract to be applied directly to the problem formulated in this work.
For this reason it is more convenient to use the splitting theorems of K. Yosida [29] and
L. W. Cohen [30] for a Banach space. These approaches apply also to the closed linear
subspace of a Banach space, where the limit of the Cesa`ro means exist and which will be
the case in our investigation. The quests in these theorems is to show that the sequence
of Cesa`ro means converges strongly if a subsequence converges weakly, and by thus they
are contained in Eberlein’s abstract theorem. However, their formulation is favourable
for our task and furthermore Cohen’s theorem defines the sufficient conditions of the
weights in a weighted Cesa`ro mean, which imply the strong convergence.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we connect the equidistant dynamical
control with the mean ergodic theorem of K. Yosida. The main theorem clarifies the
convergence of Eq. (1) and shows that the generator of the evolution in the limit N →∞
is obtained by projecting the original generator onto the commutant of u. In section
3 we use the same strategy as in section 2 for non-equidistant dynamical control. The
main theorem shows under which conditions a limit can be obtained and if it exits then
it is the same as in the case of equidistant dynamical control. The upper bounds of
the inequalities derived in the main theorem are functions of the weights related to the
non-equidistant splitting of the time and we give an optimisation for these functions.
2. Equidistant dynamical control
The main goal of dynamical control is to take active control over the time evolution
of a system and change it to a desirable way. This usually means that the there is a
Hamilton operator H which governs the free evolution and we would like to change it
to Hid. The source of inspiration lies in the method of dynamical decoupling where the
aim is to decouple two interacting systems(A and B), i.e.,
H = HA ⊗ IB + IA ⊗HB +HAB, Hid = HA ⊗ IB + IA ⊗HB,
with HA(HB) being the Hamilton operator of system A(B), IA(IB) is the identity
operator in system A(B) and HAB is the Hamiltonian operator of the interaction. In
order to achieve active control over the time evolution it is assumed that the available
time t of the evolution is divided into intervals of length τ = t/N and an instantaneous
unitary pulse u is carried out after each time interval τ . Therefore the resulting time
evolution after applying all N pulses is governed by the unitary operator
uN(t) = ue
−iHt/Nue−iHt/N . . . ue−iHt/N . (2)
The question is that of determining u and the value of N such that uN(t) gets close to
e−iHidt in an appropriately chosen norm. In order to answer this question we are going
4to take the following approach: first we determine u in the limit N → ∞; second we
derive an N dependent upper bound for the distance between uN(t) and e
−iHidt.
Let B(H) be the set of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. B(H) is
a Banach space with respect to the operator norm
||A||op = sup{||Ax|| : x ∈ H, ||x|| 6 1}.
We consider that H ∈ B(H). Therefore, we can express e−iHt/N by its infinite series and
substituting in Eq. (2) we obtain
uN(t) = u
N − it
(
1
N
N∑
k=1
ukH(u†)k
)
uN − t
2
2N2
(
N∑
k=1
ukH2(u†)k + . . .
)
uN ,
where u† is the adjoint of u.
At first sight it seems that it is demanding to deal with the above expansion, but
in the following we demonstrate step by step that this formula is deeply connected to
ergodic theorems and the convergence of every order can be evaluated. We notice that
the second term is a Cesa`ro mean:
1
N
N∑
k=1
ukH(u†)k =
1
N
N∑
k=1
T k(H), (3)
where T is a linear operator on the Banach space B(H). Let us start with the following
simple statement.
Proposition 1 Let u be a unitary operator on a Hilbert space H and T : B(H)→ B(H).
If T (A) = uAu† for all A ∈ B(H) then T is an isometry.
Proof An elementary property of B(H) is that for all A ∈ B(H), we have
||A||2op = ||A†A||op.
On the other hand for any two unitary operators u1, u2
||Au2||2op = ||u†2A†u†1u1Au2||op = || (u1Au2)† u1Au2||op = ||u1Au2||2op
and the equality
||Au2||op = sup
||x||61
||Au2x|| = sup
||x′||61
||Ax′|| = ||A||op
shows that the operator norm is a unitarily invariant norm. It is immediate that
||T (A)||op = ||A||op for all A ∈ B(H) and therefore T is an isometry.
Remark In the case of Hilbert-Schmidt operators which form a Hilbert-space
B2(H) = {X ∈ B(H) : ||X||2 =
√∑
i∈I
||Xei||2 <∞},
5where (ei)i∈I is an orthonormal basis of H the linear operator T is unitary. This can be
shown by using the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
〈A, T (B)〉 = Tr{A†uBu†} = Tr{u†A†uB} = 〈T †(A), B〉, ∀A,B ∈ B2(H),
Tr{A} =
∑
i∈I
〈ei, Aei〉H
and the inner product 〈. , .〉H of H to define the adjoint map T †(A) = u†Au which obeys
TT † = T †T = I
with I being the identity map on B2(H).
Let us consider the operator sequence
TN (X) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
T k(X) (4)
in B(H). It is immediate from Proposition 1 that
||TN(X)||op 6 ||X||op
and T maps the closed unit ball {X ∈ B(H) : ||X||op 6 1} to itself. We recall form
operator theory that the dual of the trace class operators
B1(H) := {X ∈ B(H) : Tr
√
X†X <∞}.
is B(H). Therefore the ultraweak operator topology is just the weak∗ topology on B(H)
and by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem the closed unit ball of B(H) is compact in the
ultraweak operator topology. The ultraweak operator topology is weaker (coarser) than
the weak Banach topology and B(H) in general is not a reflexive space. Therefore, the
closed unit ball in B(H) in general is not weakly compact [31, 32].
These arguments show that T is a power bounded operator on B(H):
sup
k
{||T k(X)||op : X ∈ B(H), ||X||op 6 1} = 1,
but is not weakly compact. We introduce the following set for a power bounded linear
operator T on a Banach space B
ΞB = {x ∈ B : lim 1
N
N∑
k=1
T kx exists},
which is a closed linear subspace of B [26]. We define also the linear subspace
FB = {x ∈ B : Tx = x}.
The original version of K. Yosida’s mean ergodic theorem assumes that the operator
T in the Cesa`ro mean is weakly compact. This is not the case in our work as it has been
shown above. Therefore, we shall use a slightly modified version of K. Yosida’s mean
ergodic theorem, which states [26, 29]:
6Theorem 2 (Yosida’s ergodic theorem) Let T be a power bounded linear operator
on a Banach space B. Then
ΞB = FB ⊕ {x− Tx : x ∈ B}.
The linear operator Px = lim 1
N
∑N
k=1 T
kx for x ∈ ΞB is the projection of ΞB onto FB.
We have P = P 2 = TP = PT and for any z ∈ B the assertions
1) lim
1
N
N∑
k=1
T kz = 0,
2) z ∈ {x− Tx : x ∈ B}
are equivalent.
Applying this theorem to the sequence (4) with T (X) = uXu† being a power
bounded linear operator we find that
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
ukX(u†)k = P (X), ∀X ∈ ΞB(H),
ΞB(H) = FB(H) ⊕ {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)}
where P projects onto the linear subspace FB(H) = {X ∈ B(H) : [u,X ] = 0}. If
X† = X ∈ ΞB(H), then P(X)† = P(X).
Now, considering all these preparations we return to the operator series given in
Eq. (2) and we give the main result of this section.
Theorem 3 Let u be a unitary operator in the Hilbert space H and the set ΞB(H) is
defined by the power bounded linear map T (X) = uXu†. Let P be the projection operator
which maps ΞB(H) onto the linear subspace FB(H) = {X ∈ B(H) : [u,X ] = 0}. Then, for
any X ∈ ΞB(H) and t ∈ C with |t| <∞
lim
N→∞
||ueXt/NueXt/N . . . ueXt/N − eP (X)tuN ||op = 0. (5)
Proof The equality
ueXt/N . . . ueXt/N = euXu
†t/N . . . eu
NX(u†)N t/NuN
combined with the unitarily invariant property of the operator norm results
||ueXt/NueXt/N . . . ueXt/N − eP (X)tuN ||op =
= ||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op.
An outline to the strategy of the proof is the following: in the first part we are going to
prove the convergence for elements either in FB(H) or {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)}; in the
second part we make use the results of the first part and prove the convergence for any
X ∈ ΞB(H). In both cases systematic approximants of the product formula
euXu
†t/Neu
2X(u†)2t/N . . . eu
NX(u†)N t/N
7are studied.
First let X = Y − uY u†, that is, X ∈ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)} and we define the
following operator:
Sn = e
∑n
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N
N∏
j=n+1
eu
jX(u†)jt/N , 1 6 n < N.
Then
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op = ||S1 − eP (X)t||op 6 (6)
6
N−2∑
n=1
||Sn − Sn+1||op + ||SN−1 − e
∑N
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N ||op + ||e
∑N
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N − eP (X)t||op.
It follows from the submultiplicative property of ||.||op that
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 (7)
6
N∏
j=n+2
||eujX(u†)jt/N ||op||e
∑n
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N eu
n+1X(u†)n+1t/N − e
∑n+1
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N ||op
for N − 1 > n > 1. The exponential of a bounded operator eA is defined through its
Taylor series
eA = 1 + A+
A2
2!
+ . . .
and therefore for all A,B ∈ B(H) we get
||eAeB − eA+B||op 6
∞∑
i=2
2
i!
[
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
||A||jop||B||i−jop
]
. (8)
This inequality can be combined with (7) by choosing
A =
1
N
n∑
i=1
uiX(u†)i t,
B =
1
N
un+1X(u†)n+1 t.
It follows from X = Y − uY u† and the unitarily invariant property of ||.||op that
|| 1
N
n∑
i=1
uiX(u†)i||op = || 1
N
n∑
i=1
ui(Y − uY u†)(u†)i||op
= ||uY u
† − un+1Y (u†)n+1
N
||op 6 2||Y ||op
N
, (9)
and
||
n∑
i=1
uiX(u†)i t||op 6 2||Y ||op |t|, ||un+1X(u†)n+1 t||op 6 2||Y ||op |t|,
||eujX(u†)jt/N ||op 6
∞∑
n=0
||ujX(u†)jt/N ||nop
n!
6
∞∑
n=0
2n|t|n||Y/N ||nop
n!
= e
2|t|
N
||Y ||op.
8Finally, the inequality in (7) yields
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 e2|t|N−n−1N ||Y ||op
∞∑
i=2
2i+1|t|i
i!N i
||Y ||iop
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
6 e2|t|||Y ||op
∞∑
i=2
2i+1|t|i
i!N i
||Y ||iop
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
and therefore
N−2∑
n=1
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 (N − 2)e2|t| ||Y ||op
(
4|t|2
N2
||Y ||2op +O
(
1
N3
))
, (10)
whereO is the bigO notation for asymptotic behaviour. We make use again of inequality
(8) by choosing
A =
1
N
N−1∑
i=1
uiX(u†)i t,
B =
1
N
uNX(u†)N t,
which results:
||SN−1 − e
∑N
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N ||op 6
∞∑
i=2
2i+1|t|i
i!N i
||Y ||iop
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
. (11)
Since X ∈ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)}, we obtain P (X) = 0 and
||e
∑N
i=1 u
iX(u†)it/N − eP (X)t||op 6
∞∑
n=1
||∑Ni=1 uiX(u†)it/N ||nop
n!
=
=
∞∑
n=1
||(uY u† − uN+1Y (u†)N+1)t/N ||nop
n!
6
∞∑
n=1
(2||Y ||op |t|)n
n!Nn
. (12)
Now, we are able to derive an upper bound for (6) by adding the three inequalities in
(10), (11) and (12) and introducing the finite constant
M = 4|t|2e2|t| ||Y ||op ||Y ||2op + 2||Y ||op |t|,
which yields that for any X ∈ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)}
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op 6 M
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
. (13)
The right-hand side of this inequality goes to zero as N →∞. Now, suppose X ∈ FB(H)
then the convergence of (5) is trivial:
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op = ||eX t − eX t||op = 0.
The last part of the proof runs as follows. Theorem 2 states that any X ∈ ΞB(H)
can be written as
X = X0 +W
9where X0 ∈ FB(H) and W ∈ {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)}. Let A,B,C ∈ B(H) and
||eBeA+C − eAeB+C ||op 6
∞∑
i=2
2
i!
i−1∑
j=1
{[(
i
j
)
− 1
]
||A||jop||C||i−jop +
+
[(
i
j
)
− 1
]
||B||jop||C||i−jop +
(
i
j
)
||A||jop||B||i−jop
}
, (14)
which is derived by using the Taylor series of the exponentials. First, we consider an
element X ∈ ΞB(H) such that X = X0 + Y − uY u† and define the following operator:
Sn = e
nX0t/Ne
∑n
i=1 u
i(Y −uY u†)(u†)it/N
N∏
j=n+1
eu
jX(u†)jt/N , 1 6 n < N.
Then
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op 6 (15)
6 ||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − S1||op +
N−2∑
n=1
||Sn − Sn+1||op
+ ||SN−1 − eX0te
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N ||op + ||eX0te
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N − eP (X)t||op.
First, we have
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − S1||op 6
6 ||euXu†t/N − eX0t/Neu(Y−uY u†)u†t/N ||ope||X||op |t| 6
6
2|t|2
N2
||X0||op ||Y ||ope||X||op |t| +O
(
1
N3
)
, (16)
where we used inequality (8) with A = X0t/N and B = u(Y −uY u†)u†t/N . In the next
step we choose
A =
X0t
N
, B =
1
N
n∑
i=1
ui(Y − uY u†)(u†)it,
C =
un+1(Y − uY u†)(u†)n+1t
N
,
where 1 6 n < N − 1 and apply the result in (14). Due to (9) we have
||A||op 6 ||X0||op |t|
N
, ||B||op, ||C||op 6 2||Y ||op |t|
N
.
Hence
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 eN−n−1N ||X||op |t| ×
× ||enX0t/Ne
∑n
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/Neu
n+1X(u†)n+1t/N − e(n+1)X0t/Ne
∑n+1
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N ||op
6 ||e
∑n
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/Neu
n+1(X0+Y−uY u†)(u†)n+1t/N − eX0t/Ne
∑n+1
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N ||op ×
× e||X||op |t| 6 e||X||op |t|2|t|
2
N2
||Y ||op
(
2||Y ||op + 3||X0||op
)
+O
(
1
N3
)
. (17)
10
Similarly we obtain
||SN−1−eX0te
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N ||op 6 e||X||op |t|2|t|
2
N2
||Y ||op
(
2||Y ||op+3||X0||op
)
+O
(
1
N3
)
(18)
by choosing
A =
X0t
N
, B =
1
N
N−1∑
i=1
ui(Y − uY u†)(u†)it,
C =
uN(Y − uY u†)(u†)N t
N
,
in (14). For the last term we get
||eX0te
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N − eP (X)t||op = ||eX0te
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N − eX0teP (Y−uY u†)t||op
6 e||X||op |t|||e
∑N
i=1 u
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it/N − eP (Y−uY u†)t||op 6 e||X||op |t|M
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
(19)
where we used the result from (13) and the fact that P (Y − uY u†) = 0.
Substituting inequalities (16), (17), (18), and (19) into (15) results that for any
element X ∈ FB(H) ⊕ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)}
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op 6 M
′
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
where we introduced the constant
M ′ = e||X||op |t|
[
M + 2|t|2 ||Y ||op
(
2||Y ||op + 3||X0||op
)]
and thus for any X ∈ FB(H) ⊕ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)}
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op −−−→
N→∞
0. (20)
We claim finally that for any X ∈ FB(H) ⊕ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)} the theorem holds.
Let us consider the following inequality for any X1, X2 ∈ B(H):
||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op 6 ||X1 −X2||op |t|
N
+ ||X21 −X22 ||op
|t|2
2!N2
+ . . .
6 ||X1 −X2||op
( |t|
N
+
||X1||op + ||X2||op
2!N2
|t|2 + . . .
)
= (21)
= ||X1 −X2||op |t|
N
∞∑
i=0
(||X1||op + ||X2||op)i
(i+ 1)!N i
|t|i
where we used
||An − Bn||op = ||An −An−1B + An−1B −An−2B2 + . . . ABn−1 −Bn||op
6 ||A− B||op
(
n−1∑
i=0
||A||n−1−iop ||B||iop
)
6 ||A−B||op
(
||A||op + ||B||op
)n−1
.
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One more inequality is still required for this part of the proof. Let us introduce
P0 =
N∏
j=1
eu
jX1(u†)jt/N
Pi =
N−i∏
j=1
eu
jX1(u†)jt/N
N∏
j=N−i+1
eu
jX2(u†)jt/N , 0 < i < N.
Then
||euX1u†t/N . . . euNX1(u†)N t/N − euX2u†t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op
6
N−2∑
i=0
||Pi − Pi+1||op + ||PN−1 − euX2u†t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op.
First, we have
||P0 − P1||op 6
N−1∏
j=1
||eujX1(u†)jt/N ||op||euNX1(u†)N t/N − euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op
6 e
N−1
N
||X1||op |t|||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op 6 e||X1||op |t|||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op
6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op.
We consider the following inequality
||X2||op 6 ||X1||op + ||X1 −X2||op
and then for N − 1 > i > 0
||Pi − Pi+1||op 6
N−1−i∏
j=1
||eujX1(u†)jt/N ||op||euN−iX1(u†)N−it/N − euN−iX2(u†)N−it/N ||op ×
×
N∏
j=N−i+1
||eujX2(u†)jt/N ||op 6 eN−i−1N ||X1||op |t|||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op e iN ||X2||op |t|
6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op.
We also have
||PN−1 − euX2u†t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op 6 ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op eN−1N ||X2||op |t|
6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op.
Thus for all N > 1
||euX1u†t/N . . . euNX1(u†)N t/N − euX2u†t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op (22)
6 Ne(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op.
Let X1 = X0 +W and W be not of the form X − uXu† and t ∈ C with |t| <∞. Then
for any ǫ > 0 we can take an arbitrary ǫ′ > 0 satisfying
e(||X1||op+ǫ
′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′) + ǫ′ 6 ǫ,
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and for this ǫ′ there exists X2 ∈ B(H) and Y ∈ B(H) such that X2 = X0 + Y − uY u†
and
||X1 −X2||op < ǫ′.
Due to the convergence in (20) we have that for ǫ′ > 0 we can take an N ′ such that for
every N > N ′
||euX2u†t/Neu2X2(u†)2t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N − eP (X1)t||op < ǫ′ (23)
where we used the fact that P (X1) = P (X2) = X0. There exists an N
′′ such that for
every N > N ′′
∞∑
i=1
(||X1||op + ||X2||op)i
(i+ 1)!N i
|t|i < ǫ′
and together with (21) we get
Ne(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eX1t/N − eX2t/N ||op < e(||X1||op+ǫ′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′).
Thus, with the aid of (22) and (23) we have that for all N > max{N ′, N ′′}
||euX1u†t/Neu2X1(u†)2t/N . . . euNX1(u†)N t/N − eP (X1)t||op
6 ||euX1u†t/N . . . euNX1(u†)N t/N − euX2u†t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N ||op +
+ ||euX2u†t/Neu2X2(u†)2t/N . . . euNX2(u†)N t/N − eP (X1)t||op
< e(||X1||op+ǫ
′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′) + ǫ′ 6 ǫ.
Therefore
lim
N→∞
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − eP (X)t||op = 0
holds for all X ∈ ΞB(H), which yields the desired conclusion.
The above results show for the series in Eq. (2) that
lim
N→∞
||uN(t)− e−iHidtuN ||op = 0,
which holds for the Hamilton operator H = Hid +Herr ∈ ΞB(H) with
[Hid, u] = 0, [Herr, u] 6= 0.
Theorem 3 also shows that for pulse numbers N ≫ ||H||opt the unitary operator uN(t)
approximates well the ideal evolution e−iHidt. This resembles the experimental findings,
whereas longer coherence times require more pulses.
3. Non-equidistant dynamical control
In the case of the equidistant dynamical control the time interval [0, t] is split into N
equal time intervals with length t/N . Now, the time interval is split again into N time
intervals with lengths t1, t2, ..., tN where ti > 0 for all i and
∑N
i=1 ti = t. In order to study
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the limit N →∞ we introduce the matrix (a)i,j containing the weights of the splitting
for all N , such that aN,i ∈ [0, 1) when i 6 N otherwise aN,i = 0 and
∑N
i=1 aN,i = 1. The
time evolution after applying N pulses is governed by the unitary operator
u
(a)
N (t) = ue
−iaN,1Htue−iaN,2Ht . . . ue−iaN,NHt. (24)
We express every e−iHaN,it term by its infinite series and obtain
u
(a)
N (t) = u
N − it
(
N∑
i=1
aN,iu
iH(u†)i
)
uN + . . .
Therefore, a natural problem is that of determining the convergence of the weighted
Cesa`ro mean:
N∑
i=1
aN,iu
iH(u†)i =
N∑
i=1
aN,iT
i(H), (25)
where T is a linear isometry on the Banach space B(H), as it has been shown in
Proposition 1. Most of the next mean ergodic theorem is due to L. W. Cohen[30]:
Theorem 4 (Cohen’s ergodic theorem) If T is a power bounded linear operator on
a Banach space B, (a)i,j is a matrix such that aN,i > 0,
∑∞
i=1 aN,i = 1 for all N ,
limN→∞ aN,i = 0 for all i,
lim
k→∞
∞∑
i=k
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0 (26)
uniformly in N then
ΞB = FB ⊕ {x− Tx : x ∈ B}.
The linear operator Px = lim
∑∞
i=1 aN,iT
ix for x ∈ ΞB is the projection of ΞB onto FB.
We have P = P 2 = TP = PT and for any z ∈ B the assertions
1) lim
∞∑
i=1
aN,iT
iz = 0,
2) z ∈ {x− Tx : x ∈ B}
are equivalent.
For the linear isometry T (X) = uXu† on B(H) we have
||
∞∑
i=1
aN,iT
i(X)||op 6
∞∑
i=1
aN,i||X||op = ||X||op.
The weights ai,j of the time’s splitting in a dynamical control scheme fulfil the
condition limN→∞ aN,i = 0, because the increase of the number of pulses N implies
shorter time intervals between the applications of the pulses. A key element of the
proof is the following relation
lim
N→∞
(
aN,1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N
)
= 0, (27)
which is a consequence of the conditions in Theorem 4.
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Example Let us define matrix (a)i,j in the following way:
aN,1 =
2N − 1
N2
, aN,2 =
1
N2
, . . . , aN,N−1 =
2N − 1
N2
, aN,N =
1
N2
, N is even,
and
aN,1 =
2N − 1
N2
, aN,2 =
1
N2
, . . . , aN,N−1 =
1
N2
, aN,N =
1
N
, N is odd.
This matrix fulfils the following conditions of Theorem 4:
aN,i > 0,
∞∑
i=1
aN,i = 1, ∀N, lim
N→∞
aN,i = 0, ∀i
but
lim
k→∞
∞∑
i=k
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0
is not uniformly in N . Eq. (27) yields
lim
N→∞
(
aN,1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N
)
= 2.
Thus if we negate proposition (26) but we keep the conditions
aN,i > 0,
∞∑
i=1
aN,i = 1, ∀N,
lim
N→∞
aN,i = 0, ∀i,
then this implies that proposition (27) fails. This shows that
lim
k→∞
∞∑
i=k
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0
uniformly in N is not only sufficient but also necessary for the proof of Theorem 4.
Example Let f : [0, 1]→ R+ be Riemann integrable with ∫ 1
0
f(x)dx = 1 and
aN,i =
∫ i
N
i−1
N
f(x)dx.
First we have
aN,1 + aN,N 6
(
sup
x∈[0, 1
N
]
f(x) + sup
x∈[N−1
N
,1]
f(x)
)
/N
which tends to zero as N → ∞, because f is bounded on the interval [0, 1]. Now for
any 1 6 i < N
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| 6 2
(
sup
x∈[ i−1
N
, i+1
N
]
f(x)− inf
x∈[ i−1
N
, i+1
N
]
f(x)
)
/N.
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Due to the fact that the upper and lower Riemann sums of f with respect to the partition
{[0, 2
N
], . . . , [N−2
N
, 1]} of [0, 1] tend to the same value as N →∞, we have
lim
N→∞
N−1∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0.
In the case of Uhrig’s dynamical decoupling f(x) = π
2
sin(πx) [11].
The following theorem extends the results of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5 Let u be a unitary operator in the Hilbert space H and the set ΞB(H) is
defined by the power bounded linear map T (X) = uXu†. Let P be the projection operator
which maps ΞB(H) onto the linear subspace FB(H) = {X ∈ B(H) : [u,X ] = 0}. Suppose
a matrix (a)i,j such that 1 > aN,i > 0,
∑N
i=1 aN,i = 1 for all N , limN→∞ aN,i = 0 for all
i and
lim
k→∞
∞∑
i=k
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0 (28)
uniformly in N . Then, for any X ∈ ΞB(H) and t ∈ C with |t| <∞
lim
N→∞
||ueaN,1XtueaN,2Xt . . . ueaN,NXt − eP (X)tuN ||op = 0. (29)
Proof Here, we are going to mimic the proof of Theorem 3 to obtain the statement of
(29). Therefore, we start with X ∈ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)} which means that there
exists a Y ∈ B(H) such that X = Y − uY u† and
||
n∑
i=1
aN,iu
i(Y − uY u†)(u†)i||op 6 ||Y ||op
(
aN,1 +
n−1∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,n
)
,
(30)
for n > 1 where used the unitarily invariant property of ||.||op.
Let
Sn = e
∑n
i=1 aN,iu
iX(u†)it
N∏
j=n+1
eaN,ju
jX(u†)jt, 1 6 n < N
and by applying inequality (8) for A = aN,1uXu
†t and B = aN,2u
2X(u†)2t we obtain
||S1 − S2||op 6 e|t|
∑N
i=3 aN,i||X||op
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,1)||Y ||iop 6 e2|t| ||Y ||op
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,1)||Y ||iop
with
C(i,1) = 2i
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
ajN,1a
i−j
N,2. (31)
For 1 < n < N − 1, where A = ∑ni=1 aN,iuiX(u†)it and B = aN,n+1un+1X(u†)n+1t are
substituted in (8) we have
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 e|t|
∑N
i=n+2 aN,i||X||op
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,n)||Y ||iop 6 e2|t| ||Y ||op
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,n)||Y ||iop
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with
C(i,n) =
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
2i−jai−jN,n+1
(
aN,1 +
n−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,n
)j
.
(32)
Furthermore,
||SN−1 − e
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
iX(u†)it||op 6
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,N−1)||Y ||iop,
and
||e
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
iX(u†)it − eP (X)t||op 6
∞∑
n=1
(
||Y ||op(aN,1 +
∑N−1
i=1 |aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N )|t|
)n
n!
.
We used the fact that P (X) = P (Y − uY u†) = 0. Thus
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op 6
6
N−2∑
n=1
||Sn − Sn+1||op + ||SN−1 − e
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
iX(u†)it||op
+ ||e
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
iX(u†)it − eP (X)t||op 6
6 e2|t| ||Y ||op
N−2∑
k=1
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,k)||Y ||iop +
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
C(i,N−1)||Y ||iop
+
∞∑
n=1
(
||Y ||op(aN,1 +
∑N−1
i=1 |aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N)|t|
)n
n!
. (33)
We consider an ǫ > 0 and by the hypothesis of uniformity in (28) there is a kǫ such that
aN,1 +
N−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,N 6 2
kǫ∑
k=1
aN,k + ǫ
for n > 1 and due to the condition limN→∞ aN,i = 0 there is an Nǫ such that
2
kǫ∑
k=1
aN,k < ǫ, N > Nǫ.
Thus
aN,1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N < 2ǫ, N > Nǫ
which is equivalent to (see also [33])
lim
N→∞
N∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i| = 0. (34)
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We have for i > 1 and N > n > 1
C(i,n) =
i−1∑
j=1
((
i
j
)
− 1
)
2i−jai−jN,n+1
(
aN,1 +
n−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,n
)j
<
(
aN,1 +
n−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,n + 2aN,n+1
)i
and due to (34) and the properties of matrix (a)i,j we see that C
(i,n) −−−→
N→∞
0. When
n = 1, then
C(i,1) < 2i(aN,1 + aN,2)
i −−−→
N→∞
0.
Let us introduce
xN =
{
max{aN,1 +
∑n−1
k=1 |aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,n, aN,n+1} N > n > 1,
max{aN,1, aN,2} n = 1,
which has the property xN −−−→
N→∞
0. For i > 2 we get
C(i,1)
C(2,1)
< 2i−2xi−2N ,
C(i,n)
C(2,n)
< 3ixi−2N
which means that the terms C(2,n) are the slowest to converge to zero. Therefore we
consider in Eq. (33) the case of i = 2, which yields
N−2∑
k=1
C(2,k) = 4aN,2aN,1 + 2aN,3 (aN,1 + |aN,2 − aN,1|+ aN,2) + · · ·+
+ 2aN,N−1
(
aN,1 +
N−3∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N−2
)
6
= 2aN,2aN,1 + 2
N−1∑
i=2
aN,iaN,1 + 2
N−1∑
i=3
aN,i|aN,2 − aN,1|+ · · · 6
6 2aN,2aN,1 + 2aN,1 + 2
N−3∑
i=1
|aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ 2aN,N−2 −−−→
N→∞
0,
where we used the relation
∑N−1
i=k aN,i 6 1 for all 1 6 k 6 N − 1 and limN→∞ aN,i = 0
for all i. Now, combining all these results in (33) we find that for all X ∈ {Y − uY u† :
Y ∈ B(H)}
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op −−−→
N→∞
0. (35)
If X ∈ FB(H) then the convergence of (29) is trivial:
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op = ||e
∑N
i=1 aN,iXt − eX t||op = 0.
In the last part of the proof we consider all X ∈ ΞB(H). According to Theorem 4
X = X0 +W
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where X0 ∈ FB(H) and W ∈ {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)}. First, we take an element
X ∈ ΞB(H) such that X = X0 + Y − uY u†. In order to use the result in (14) we
introduce
Sn = e
∑n
i=1 aN,iX0te
∑n
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it
N∏
j=n+1
eaN,ju
jX(u†)jt, 1 6 n < N.
Then
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op 6 (36)
6 ||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − S1||op +
N−2∑
n=1
||Sn − Sn+1||op
+ ||SN−1 − eX0te
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it||op + ||eX0te
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it − eP (X)t||op.
Substituting A = aN,1X0t and B = aN,1u(Y − uY u†)u†t in (8) we get
||euXu†t/Neu2X(u†)2t/N . . . euNX(u†)N t/N − S1||op 6
6 ||euXu†t/N − eX0t/Neu(Y−uY u†)u†t/N ||ope||X||op |t| 6
6 2a2N,1|t|2||X0||op ||Y ||ope||X||op |t| +O
(
a3N,1
)
. (37)
We set
A = aN,n+1X0t, B =
n∑
i=1
aN,iu
i(Y − uY u†)(u†)it,
C = aN,n+1u
n+1(Y − uY u†)(u†)n+1t,
in (14) where 1 < n < N − 1 and we obtain
||Sn − Sn+1||op 6 e||X||op |t| ×
× ||e
∑n
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)iteaN,n+1u
n+1X(u†)n+1t − eaN,n+1X0te
∑n+1
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it||op
6 e||X||op |t|
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
{
C(i,n)||Y ||iop +
i−1∑
j=1
[(
i
j
)
− 1
]
2i−jaiN,n+1||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
+
i−1∑
j=1
(
i
j
)
2i−jajN,n+1
(
aN,1 +
n−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,n
)i−j
||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
}
, (38)
where we used the definition in (32). In the case when n = 1
||S1 − S2||op 6
6 e||X||op |t|
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
{
C(i,1)||Y ||iop +
i−1∑
j=1
[(
i
j
)
− 1
]
2i−jaiN,2||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
+
i−1∑
j=1
(
i
j
)
2i−jajN,2a
i−j
N,1||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
}
. (39)
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We also have
||SN−1 − eX0te
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it||op 6
6 e||X||op |t|
∞∑
i=2
2|t|i
i!
{
C(i,N−1)||Y ||iop +
i−1∑
j=1
[(
i
j
)
− 1
]
2i−jaiN,N ||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
+
i−1∑
j=1
(
i
j
)
2i−jajN,N
(
aN,1 +
N−2∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,N−1
)i−j
||X0||jop||Y ||i−jop
}
(40)
by choosing
A = aN,NX0t, B =
N−1∑
i=1
aN,iu
i(Y − uY u†)(u†)it,
C = aN,Nu
N(Y − uY u†)(u†)N t,
in (14). For the last term we get
||eX0te
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it − eP (X)t||op =
= ||eX0te
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it − eX0teP (Y−uY u†)t||op
6 e||X||op |t|||e
∑N
i=1 aN,iu
i(Y−uY u†)(u†)it − eP (Y−uY u†)t||op −−−→
N→∞
0, (41)
where we used the result from (35) and P (Y − uY u†) = 0. Substituting inequalities
(37), (38), (39), (40), and (41) in (36) we see that terms associated with i = 2 are the
slowest to converge. We have already shown using the properties of the matrix (a)i,j
that
C(i,N−1) −−−→
N→∞
0,
N−2∑
k=1
C(2,k) −−−→
N→∞
0.
We have also
aN,2aN,1 +
N−1∑
i=2
aN,i+1
(
aN,1 +
i−1∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,i
)
6
6
(
aN,1 +
N−2∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,N−1
)
N−1∑
i=1
aN,i+1 6
6
(
aN,1 +
N−2∑
k=1
|aN,k+1 − aN,k|+ aN,N−1
)
−−−→
N→∞
0.
The only term left is
∑N
i=1 a
2
N,i and we are going to argue in the following way: for every
N there exists a k∗ such that for all 1 6 i 6 N
aN,i 6 aN,k∗
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and thus
N∑
i=1
a2N,i 6
N∑
i=1
aN,iaN,k∗ = aN,k∗ −−−→
N→∞
0,
because for all i we have the relation aN,i −−−→
N→∞
0. This results that for any element
X ∈ FB(H) ⊕ {Y − uY u† : Y ∈ B(H)}
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op −−−→
N→∞
0. (42)
When X ∈ FB(H) ⊕{X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)} with X = X0 +W and W it is not of
the form X − uXu† then we reuse the strategy applied for the derivation of (22). We
introduce for this case
P0 =
N∏
j=1
eaN,ju
jX1(u†)jt
Pi =
N−i∏
j=1
eaN,ju
jX1(u†)jt
N∏
j=N−i+1
eaN,ju
jX2(u†)jt, 0 < i < N.
Then
||eaN,1uX1u†t . . . eaN,NuNX1(u†)N t − eaN,1uX2u†t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t||op 6
6
N−2∑
i=0
||Pi − Pi+1||op + ||PN−1 − eaN,1uX2u†t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t||op.
For 0 < i 6 N − 1,
||Pi−1 − Pi||op 6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eaN,iX1t − eaN,iX2t||op,
where the derivation is done similarly as in Theorem 3. We also have
||PN−1 − eaN,1uX2u†t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t||op 6
6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t| ||eaN,NX1t − eaN,NX2t||op.
Hence,
||eaN,1uX1u†t . . . eaN,NuNX1(u†)N t − eaN,1uX2u†t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t||op
6 e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t|
N∑
i=1
||eaN,iX1t − eaN,iX2t||op.
We apply also inequality (21) to have the following relation
||eaN,iX1t − eaN,iX2t||op 6 ||X1 −X2||opaN,i|t|
∞∑
k=0
akN,i (||X1||op + ||X2||op)k
(k + 1)!
|t|k.
Let X1 = X0 +W where W it is not of the form X − uXu† and t ∈ C with |t| < ∞.
Then for any ǫ > 0 we can take an arbitrary ǫ′ > 0 satisfying
e(||X1||op+ǫ
′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′) + ǫ′ 6 ǫ,
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and for this ǫ′ there exists X2 ∈ B(H) and Y ∈ B(H) such that X2 = X0 + Y − uY u†
and
||X1 −X2||op < ǫ′.
Let us recall the result in Eq. (35), which means that for ǫ′ we can take an N ′ such that
for every N > N ′
||eaN,1uX2u†teaN,2u2X2(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t − eP (X1)t||op < ǫ′ (43)
where we used the relation P (X1) = P (X2) = X0. On the other hand we have that
aN,i ∈ [0, 1) and limN→∞ aN,i = 0, which means that we can take an N ′′ such that for
every N > N ′′
∞∑
k=1
akN,i (||X1||op + ||X2||op)k
(k + 1)!
|t|k < ǫ′.
This results that
e(||X1||op+||X1−X2||op) |t|
N∑
i=1
||eaN,iX1t − eaN,iX2t||op <
< e(||X1||op+ǫ
′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′)
N∑
i=1
aN,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
. (44)
Now, combining (43) with (44) we have that for all N > max{N ′, N ′′}
||eaN,1uX1u†teaN,2u2X1(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX1(u†)N t − eP (X1)t||op
6 ||eaN,1uX1u†t . . . eaN,NuNX1(u†)N t − eaN,1uX2u†t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t||op +
+ ||eaN,1uX2u†teaN,2u2X2(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX2(u†)N t − eP (X1)t||op
< e(||X1||op+ǫ
′) |t||t|ǫ′(1 + ǫ′) + ǫ′ 6 ǫ. (45)
This shows that for all X ∈ FB(H) ⊕ {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)}
lim
N→∞
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − eP (X)t||op = 0,
and the proof is complete.
This theorem yields that for certain splitting of the time interval and infinite number
of pulses N →∞ the systems evolves like in the case of equidistant dynamical control.
Thus, this results in many examples for the matrix (a)i,j satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 5, but adds nothing to the question of optimising the convergence. Now, we
shall develop a rather simple approach to this question. We consider only those elements
X which are in the set {X − uXu† : X ∈ B(H)} and inequality (33) from Theorem
5. In the first step we fix the value of N and assume for the sake of simplicity that
|t| = 1/||Y ||op where X = Y −uY u†. These simplifactions yield the following inequality
||eaN,1uXu†teaN,2u2X(u†)2t . . . eaN,NuNX(u†)N t − 1||op 6
∞∑
i=2
2e2
i!
N−1∑
k=1
C(i,k) +
∞∑
n=1
(
aN,1 +
∑N−1
i=1 |aN,i+1 − aN,i|+ aN,N
)n
n!
.
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In order to minimise the right hand side of the above inequality we make use of the
following result.
Proposition 6 Assume N real numbers with the following properties a1, a2, . . . aN > 0
and
∑N
i=1 ai = 1. Then
inf
{
a1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|ai+1 − ai|+ aN
}
=
2
N
if and only if a1 = a2 = · · · = aN = 1N .
Proof The proof in one direction is trivial. For the other direction, suppose first that
aN 6 aN−1. We have the following inequality
|x− a|+ |x− b| > |b− a|, for a, b, x ∈ R (46)
and thus
aN + |aN − aN−1| > aN−1
and we obtain its minimum when aN ∈ [0, aN−1]. Therefore a repeated application of
(46) yields
a1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|ai+1 − ai|+ aN > 2a1
and the minimum is realised when
aN 6 aN−1 6 · · · 6 a1.
Hence Na1 >
∑N
i=1 ai = 1 and a1 >
1
N
. Consequently,
a1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|ai+1 − ai|+ aN > 2
N
and the minimum is obtained when a1 = a2 = · · · = aN = 1N .
If aN−1 6 aN then we have
a1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|ai+1 − ai|+ aN > 2aN
and the minimum is realised when
a1 6 a2 6 · · · 6 aN .
Now, we have NaN >
∑N
i=1 ai = 1 and aN >
1
N
.
Putting together both cases, we obtain the desired conclusion.
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It is worthwhile to note that the minimum of
aj +
n−1∑
i=j
|ai+1 − ai|+ an, j < n
is attained for aj = aj+1 = · · · = an which is a direct consequence of formula (46).
Therefore,
N∑
k=1
C(i,k) +
(
a1 +
N−1∑
i=1
|ai+1 − ai|+ aN
)i
, ∀i
is minimal when a1 = a2 = · · · = aN = 1N . These results show that the inequality (33)
together with the definitions (31) and (32) derived for the proof of Theorem 5 takes
its minimum when the weights of the time splitting are equal. This means that in the
context of our derivation the case of equidistant dynamical control is more favourable.
4. Conclusions
In the context of dynamical control we have shown that the limit of infinite pulses for
equidistant and non-equidistant single pulse ”bang-bang” evolution converges to the
same limit. We have demonstrated that not only for unitary evolution but also for any
uniformly continuous semigroup on a Hilbert space the generator of the limit evolution
is obtained by projecting the generator of the free evolution onto the commutant of
unitary pulse. All the results are formulated for a linear closed subspace of the Banach
space of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space. This linear closed subspace is
defined by the elements for which the limN→∞N
−1
∑N
i=1 T
i(X) exists for T (X) = uXu†
and u being the unitary operator representing the pulse. The restriction is related to
the fact that the map X → uXu† with X being a bounded linear operator is not weakly
compact. This issue falls into the more general problem of mean ergodicity, whereas a
power bounded map is called mean ergodic if the linear closed subspace defined by its
Cesa`ro mean is equal to the whole Banach space. If a Banach space is reflexive, then
any power bounded map is mean ergodic on this Banach space [34]. For example, the
map T (X) = uXu† on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators is mean ergodic. In the
case of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces all these complications and subtleties do not
arise and the results obtained in this paper can be formulated for the whole space of
square matrices.
We have derived inequalities for the proofs of the main theorems. In the case
of non-equidistant dynamical control we have investigated the optimisation of these
inequalities for a fixed number of pulses. These inequalities are functions of the weights
of the time splitting and we have found that the minimum is reached for the case of equal
weights. This means that in the context of our derivation the equidistant dynamical
control is more effective than any other non-equidistant approach. However, in the case
of specific systems it may happen that sharper inequalities can be derived, thus leading
to a different result in the optimisation procedure.
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This work is considered as a first step of proving convergence for a certain class of
semigroup products defined by the problem of dynamical control. Thus this approach
is open to further generalisations, for example considering contraction semigroups with
unbounded generators.
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